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Membership 
Meeting

05.13.2020
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Welcome!

1. Please introduce yourself 
in the Chat window. 

2. Have questions? Please type 
them in the Q&A window.

2
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Technical problems?
�First try quitting your browser, reopening it, then use 

the Zoom link in your reminder email to rejoin us. 
�Make sure your volume is turned up.
�Request help in the Q&A window, describing your issue.
�Remember: we can’t hear or see you —

this is a webinar style presentation.
�Last resort: call via phone to listen in.

3

Poll #1:
What crafts are you doing, 

other than quilting?

4
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I’m new to the 
guild, where 
do I find the 
good stuff?

TheModernQuiltGuild.com

SeattleModernQuiltGuild.com

5

National MQG Site
�TheModernQuiltGuild.com
�National news & events
�Webinar recordings
�Fresh Quilting shows
�Block Study
�Patterns & Inspiration
�Seattle MQG Circle
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https://www.themodernquiltguild.com/
https://seattlemodernquiltguild.com/
https://www.themodernquiltguild.com/
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Seattle MQG Circle

�Meeting minutes 
�2020 Member Directory is posted for your own use 

(do not share)
�2020 Membership Cards can be printed from here
�Log in to https://www.themodernquiltguild.com

to access our Circle

7

Seattle MQG Circle

How to join/access the Circle? 
Read the blog post on our site:
https://seattlemodernquiltguild.com/membership/joining-the-seattle-mqg-circle/
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https://www.themodernquiltguild.com/
https://seattlemodernquiltguild.com/membership/joining-the-seattle-mqg-circle/
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Modern Monthly
�ModernMonthly.com
�Online Magazine
�Content curated 

by the MQG
�Quilts of the Month
�Patterns, webinars, 

and resources
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Have you heard? QuiltCon is going virtual for 2021!
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https://www.modernmonthly.com/
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IMPORTANT DATES:

June 2020:
Catalog 
Release
July 2020:
Registration

Online FAQs

11

Local 
Seattle 
MQG Info

SeattleModernQuiltGuild.com

Follow the blog to get email updates:
sign up box is in the right-hand column

This is your source for our local guild 
news, meetings and events. 
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https://www.quiltcon.com/faq
https://seattlemodernquiltguild.com/
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Be Social

NATIONAL: 
#MQGKeepCalmandSewOn 
Follow and see what other 
MQGers are sewing 
LOCAL:
#SeattleMQGSewAtHome 
Keep using to connect with 
our guild members

13

And now 
our special 
guest…

All the way from Renton…
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https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/mqgkeepcalmandsewon/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/seattlemqgsewathome/
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PLEASE 
WELCOME:

Tawnee Kinnebrew
Wyldwood Creative
822 South Third Street
Renton, WA 98055

wyldwoodcreative.com

425-291-7452

tawneek@wyldwoodcreative.com

15

What was your 
inspiration to 
open this shop?

16

https://www.wyldwoodcreative.com/
http://wyldwoodcreative.com
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What particular 
things do you 
carry to attract 
quilters?

17

How are you 
different from 
traditional quilt 
shops?

18
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What do you 
feature in the shop, 
besides quilting?

And what role does quilting play vs. 
other things in your shop and classes?

19

What classes 
do you offer?

Are you using Zoom 
for virtual classes?

20
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Tell us about 
your Female 
Maker of the 
Month program.

21

Let’s tour
the shop!

22
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Thank you, 
Tawnee!

23

SPECIAL
PRESENTATION:

Jana Royal 
talks with Rima Kelertas about 

Long Arm 
Quilting

24
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How did you come to start your business?

� Love quilting
�Other methods of quilting did 

not work (hand, domestic)
� Juggled two businesses at once 
�Decided to do long arming 

and retire the other business
� Used to have a tailoring and 

custom clothing business

� Demanded professional level work which 
carries over into her quilting

STARTING BUSINESS:

25

What benefit do you bring to the 
average quilter who might hire you?  

�Professional look to a quilt
�Can do larger quilts with ease
�Faster quilting
�Good if you are impatient!
�Can finally finish your quilts

BE
N

EF
ITS

:

26
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What influences your suggestions 
for quilting designs? 

� Past creative work experiences 
are large influence

� Landscape design has many artistic 
elements that are in quilting
� Structure, Flow, Color, Abundance, Contrast

� Artistic features help create a 
cohesive style, design or feeling
� Help eye to move around

IN
FL

UE
N

C
ES

:

© Naomi Hynes

www.intelligentquilting.com

Whimsical Blossoms Panto

Optical Illusion Edge-to-Edge

Copyright 2018 Christy Dillon www.mycreativestitches.net

27

What determines 
quilting design? 

� Image of entire quilt top is best 
� What aspect you want 

to emphasize

� Design should help eye move 
around the quilt 

� Quilt “speaks” to help see 
the best design 

DE
SI

G
N

S:

28
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How dense should 
the quilting be? 

Less dense quilting 
does not always mean 
a softer quilt

� Washing the quilt will soften it quickly
� Using the quilt will help soften it 

DE
N

SI
TY

:

29

How are thread weight 
and color selected? 

� Prefer 40 weight polyester
� Favorite brands are Innovatech, 

Glide or Isocord
� Prefer not to deviate from this as these 

threads are strong and will hold up

� Many colors available

� Can have stitching show 
or be more “hidden” 

TH
RE

A
D:

30
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How should a client prepare 
a quilt for long arming?

� Stay stitch around edges of quilt top
� Keeps seams from coming apart at edges

� Trim hanging threads 

� Press quilt top 
� Determine if quilt lies relatively flat
� Can ease in some fullness but too much 

will pucker

PR
EP

A
RI

N
G

:

31

How should a client prepare the backing 
fabric and batting for long arming? 

� Remove all selvages
� Backing and batting both must 

be larger than the quilt top
� Add 8” to length and 8” to width 

to determine size

� This ends up with 4” extra on all sides

PR
EP

A
RI

N
G

:

32
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In the end, use a long armer
you are comfortable with 

�Your quilt will finally be finished! 
�Be open to suggestions
�Trust them and collaborate 

on design
�If anxious, start with a less precious 

quilt top to ease into it

FI
N

IS
HI

N
G

:

33

Questions?

34
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Thank you, 
Jana Royal!

Jana Royal
Reverie Quilting
West Ballard
206-371-1232
reveriequilting@gmail.com
@reveriequilting

35

June Speaker:

Cindy
Grisdela

� Cindy Grisdela Art Quilts

� Artist, teacher, author 
of Artful Improv

� Reston, VA

� cindygrisdela.com

36

http://gmail.com
https://www.cindygrisdela.com/
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July Speaker:

Kathy 
Doughty

� Material Obsession 
Quilt Shop

� Fabric designer, teacher, 
author of multiple books 
including Organic Appliqué

� Sydney, Australia

� materialobsession.com.au

37

Poll #2:
Have you experienced
mask making fatigue?

38

https://www.materialobsession.com.au/
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Poll #3:
How many masks
did you make?

39

KATIE PRESENTS:

Facemasks 2.0

40
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#BegoniaQuilt
Quilt Show!
� Have you completed your 

2019 BOM Begonia quilt?
� Be a part of a virtual quilt 

show on our blog!
� Be sure to post your quilts 

with the hashtag: 
#begoniaquilt

� Or email photos to:
seattlemodernquiltguild@gmail.com

� Deadline: 
Monday, June 8, 2020

41

BOM 2020
Cascadia 
Cabin 
in the 
Woods

42

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/begoniaquilt/
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BOM 2020: Cascadia Cabin in the Woods
What colors will you choose? It’s not too late to participate!

@sushi_farmer @h.blue42 @bespokeoutlaw @sadiesews

43

BOM 2020: Cascadia Cabin in the Woods

� May Instructions posted to our website
� Easy access to all posts with directions
� New instructions posted on the 

1st of each month
� Share your progress: #cascadiacabinquilt

44

https://seattlemodernquiltguild.com/2020/05/01/2020-bom-may-instructions/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/cascadiacabinquilt/
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BOM 2020: 
Cascadia 
Cabin in the 
Woods

It’s prize 
drawing 
time!!!

45

Poll #4:
Where are you 

purchasing fabric?

46
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Support our local Quilt Shops!

MANY ARE OFFERING 
SPECIAL SALES

ONLINE ORDERING CURBSIDE PICKUP 
OR SHIPPING

Download a PDF of shops!

47

Still have some 
giving quilt blocks?
Improv New York Beauty?
Color Inspiration Challenge?
Mail finished blocks to:

Matt Macomber
1120 17th Ave, #C
Seattle, WA 98122

48

https://seattlemodernquiltguild.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/seattlemqg-quiltshopoffers-05-2020.pdf
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Giving Committee:
Quiltcon 2021 
Community 
Outreach Quilt 
Challenge

The charity quilt theme 
for the coming year is: 

CURVES
Next Teardrop by Malka Dubrawsky

49

Giving Committee:
Quiltcon 2021 Community Outreach Quilt Challenge

The color theme is: 

50
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Giving Committee:
Quiltcon 2021 
Community 
Outreach Quilt 
Challenge
� Design submissions must be 

made no later than May 31, 2020

� Submit entries via email 
to either Matt McComber 
(mtmacomb@hotmail.com) 
or Rachel Singh
(liketosewblog@gmail.com)

� More information 
can be found here

Geranium by Annmarie Cowley

51

Need 
Inspiration?

Look at: Bee Quilts from QuiltCon 2020

Eyes pieced by members of the 
BeeSewcial Quilt Group

52

http://hotmail.com
http://gmail.com
https://www.quiltcon.com/community-challenge-2021%3Fmc_cid=17c4aad972&mc_eid=c57aa44b98
https://curatedquilts.com/blogs/news/quilts-that-connect-bee-quilts-from-quiltcon-2020
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Need MORE 
Inspiration?

Look at: Finding Peace Through Minimalism

Quattro by Caroline Hadley 
@geometricquilt

53

54

https://curatedquilts.com/blogs/news/finding-peace-through-minimalism
https://www.instagram.com/geometriquilt/
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Scrappy Gift Swap

� A swap with your fellow 
Seattle Modern Guild members.

� Everything will be from your scraps. 
No need to go shopping.

� Maker’s choice! 
� Scrappy Gifts will be sent by mail 

or dropped off.
� What will you make? We have over 

30 people registered so far!
� Details on our blog

55

Scrappy Gift Swap: 
sign up now!
Register now! (closes May 15th)

Enter DrawNames info by May 20th

You will then be assigned a swap partner

Deliver your swap item by July 18th

#SeattleMQGscrappygiftswap

56

https://seattlemodernquiltguild.com/2020/05/07/scrappy-gift-swap/
https://forms.gle/CRdBSDAMY96B9Zyz7
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Signups start tomorrow!
57

Virtual Sew-Ins: the details

� First, we need some volunteers to lead a small Zoom group.
� And, we need people who want to join in.
� Then, we’ll set up dates and times.

� We’ll put people in groups, maximum eight people to a group.
� Leaders will contact their group members with a Zoom invite.
� Zoom in at the right time and join other members to hang 

out for a bit. Have fun, and do it again two weeks later!

58
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Tara 
Faughnan
Workshops
NEW DATES: 
July 25–26, 2020
Dependent on 
future restrictions, 
we’ll keep you 
updated 

59

� Day Retreat
Nov. 6–8, 2020 
Quilting Mayhem

� Fall Retreat
Dates TBD
Camp Burton

� Maybe a Virtual
Retreat???

2020 
Retreats

60
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Poll #5:
What are your favorite 

sources of quilt inspiration?

61

Beyond the Guild…

62
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Quilt Show Updates

�Sisters Outdoor Quilt Show will be a virtual event:  soqs.org
�International Quilt & Fiber Arts Festival will be reimagined 

as a cultural heritage symposium:  qfamuseum.org
�Virtual Festival of Quilts UK has a modern category 

and is open for entries: thefestivalofquilts.co.uk
�Quilt National 2021 is accepting entries: quilt-national-21

63

Virtual Log 
Cabin Quilt

�Make an 8” log 
cabin block with 
a yellow center 
symbolizing hope

�dionneswift.com/
virtual-quilt

�#virtuallogcabin

64

https://www.soqs.org/covid19
https://www.qfamuseum.org/
https://www.thefestivalofquilts.co.uk/enter-the-competition/
https://dairybarn.org/quilt-national/quilt-national-21/
https://www.dionneswift.com/virtual-quilt
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/virtuallogcabin/
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Poll #6:
How many sewing projects have 
you completed in the last month 

(not including masks)?

65

How are you 
taking care 
of yourself?

Favorite books?
On-demand programs?
Rituals of the day?

Type your suggestions 
into the chat box,
while we look at quilts!

66
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Sew 
& Tell!

67

Jackie Benedetti

“You Are Here” 24 x 30. This is from a map 
class I took from Timna Tarr at Quiltcon 2019. 
It is my neighborhood (Hawthorne Hills). My 
house is the dark red shape above the 
green circle. It is quilted with a red X.  

68
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Jana Royal

This quilt is for a 4 yr old, and it’s 100”x 75”. I got it done 
in four days. It makes me so happy to hear the stories 
about the quilt gifting. The client has a four-year-old 
daughter and a seven-year-old daughter and this is her 
second quilt for her second daughter.  She is not a 
member she’s too busy but hopes to be someday.

69

Jana 
Royal

Here’s the back with 
bees, butterflies, 
dragonflies and
flowers!

70
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Jana 
Royal

Anna Maria Horner 
cross block quilt 
where I did two 
different patterns

71

Elizabeth
Gould

Recent finishes! This is from a 
class entitled Tesselation in Solids
I took from Nydia Kehnle at 
QuiltCon 2017 (front)

72
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Elizabeth
Gould

Recent finishes! This is from a 
class entitled Tesselation in Solids
I took from Nydia Kehnle at 
QuiltCon 2017 (back)

73

Elizabeth
Gould

2019 Summer Sampler 
sponsored by Faith Jones 
at Fresh Lemon Quilts

74
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Elizabeth Gould

Also finally got binding done on quilt 
for my friend who is an architect who 
designed my fabulous studio in exchange 
for a quilt. The design is my own with 
paper-pieced houses and trees by 
Carolyn Friedlander and birds along the 
border and pillow cover from Valori Wells 
fabric (actually shown on my bed!)

75

From a Guildie
without Instagram…

This baby quilt uses the Looper 
pattern by MissMake. This pattern 
comes a print-at-home PDF 
pattern that is easy to follow.

A nice perk is that buying the pattern 
also gives you access to 
the designer’s quilt-along instructions 
that have detailed posts each step of 
the way. The tag #looperquilt on 
Instagram shows many colorways.

76

https://www.missmake.com/shop/looper-quilt-pattern-pdf
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/looperquilt/
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From a Guildie
without Instagram…

This pair of quilts will go to a coworker’s 
new baby, and the 3-year-old new 
big sister.

The left quilt used the technique of 
making a tube from strips 
(following Missouri Star’s “Summer in the 
Park quilt using Jelly Rolls” on YouTube).

The right one took advantage of the 
first’s triangle scraps to embellish plain 
squares using a stitch-and-flip method 
to make a modern meandering design. 

77

From a Guildie
without Instagram…

This quick baby quilt of HSTs made from 
2 charm packs seemed so fast 
after building my HST muscles with the 
Begonia Quilt!

I’m a big fan of the Bloc_Loc ruler for 
squaring up. The postponed Tara 
Faughnan class meant that I had lots of 
solid 6-inch strips ready to go, and that 
made it easy to grow this to baby-quilt-
size with a border. 

78

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=J5WgTyqB8Pc
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From a Guildie
without Instagram…

Some tester blocks of 
freeform curves made a 
zippy arrangement for a 
fast baby quilt.

79

From a Guildie
without Instagram…

This uses an extra-wide fold-over 
binding technique, with a 
decorative machine stitch on the 
back to hold the binding 
down, that shows through to the 
front as an extra framing element.

80
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Linda 
Kucera

Pattern: Meadowlands by Then Came June

Fabric: Driftless by Anna Graham, and 
Painted Solid by Carrie Bloomston

81

Linda 
Kucera

Backing: William Morris repro

Finished this in plenty of time for a 
neice's wedding in July. Wedding is 
postponed to next year!

82
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Linda 
Kucera

Pattern: Mod Pop by Julie Pickles

Scrappy fabric from stash

83

Linda 
Kucera

Backing: Tula Pink

I also finished this in time for another 
neice’s wedding, also on hold, now.

84
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Linda 
Kucera

Pattern: Plaidish by Kitchen Table Quilting

Fabric: Scrappy, from stash

85

Linda Kucera

This is my 2020 Covid Quilt.
Because the Black & White isn’t 
black & white, after all.

And the numbers change every day.
And the gobbledegook from the 
White House is nonsensical.
But I love the quilt!

86
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Debbie
Shank
Miller

This quilt is based on the Gunta, Gunta
pattern from Aardvark quilts.

It’s pieced and hand quilted by Debbie 
Shank Miller, 38 x 54.

87

Debbie
Shank
Miller

88
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Katie S.

Katie’s Free Motion 
Quilting Journey! I took an online class from HollyAnne Knight of StringandStory.com

and I've evolved from this (Loopy Meander) to this (Paisley Feathers)… 

89

Katie S.

Katie’s Free Motion 
Quilting Journey! …and then to this Final Project (front and back). 

90

http://stringandstory.com/
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Katie S.

In between quilting the heck out of a bunch 
of fat quarters, I finished the Granny's Garden 
Quilt for my mother. Pattern by Lori Holt, 
fabrics from my mother's 90's stash.
Quilted by me on my domestic machine.

91

Marianne
Anderegg

Hexie project… 
taken 4 years!

92
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Marianne
Anderegg

More hexies… not 
sure what to do next!

93

Marianne
Anderegg

Some of the 160 
masks I made.

94
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Marianne
Anderegg

Mixed 2 projects 
to make this.

95

Holly
Anselm

My goth sister and her fiancé had a 
baby boy in January. I thought this 
quilt adapted from the pattern by 
Boo Davis would be perfect for my 
new nephew Lucious.

96
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Holly
Anselm

Here’s the back…

97

KAE

My latest quilt pattern "Mod Tree of 
Life" and Dionne's smashing quilting!

98
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Debbie Jeske

Reflecting on my favorite detail, that 
the #stripes in the background don't 
match, and also for the difficulty I had in 
finding fabric in my #stash to go with 
those #repurposed pants, "Unmatched" 
just seemed to fit. No pun intended!

99

Debbie Jeske

Here’s a peek at the 
back of "Unmatched"

100

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/stripes/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/stash/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/repurposed/
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Debbie Jeske

Meet "Skirted," my latest finish begun 
with a skirt that somewhere along the 
line moved from my closet to my #stash. 

Inspired by Gwen Marston's Minimal 
Quiltmaking, I pieced the "hard-edged" 
(Gwen's term) top, and then quilted with 
a variety of designs (5?) as I moved 
around the quilt. Good fun and just 
what I needed. 

101

Terry
Peart

This is 120 5” squares made up of scraps 
sewn onto a foundation. 50” by 60”.
Now I need ideas about how to 
machine quilt it! Let’s hear it!
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https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/stash/
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Terry
Peart

I just finished this top. It’s basically derived from 
a free pattern on the Robert Kaufman website. 
I changed it a bit and added more greens. It’s 
a #churndashblock using #konasolids including 
the #coty2020

103

David Owen
Hastings

I call this quilt Young Bamboo, or 
若い竹 (Wakai Take) in Japanese. 

104

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/churndashblock/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/konasolids/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/coty2020/
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David Owen
Hastings

Partly inspired by Debbie Jeske’s
blog post about the Crosscut Block, 
I ended up going with straight lines, 
some seams out on the front and 
lots of matchstick quilting. 

105

David Owen
Hastings

The quilt is 120” x 30”and is 
apparently our dog’s new 
favorite place to throw up.  : (

106

https://aquilterstable.blogspot.com/2016/05/crosscut-blocks.html
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Louise
Wackerman

It's currently called the 
Auction Quilt. I put quilt 
designs in the School 
Auction and whoever 
wins it can pick a design 
and the colors. 

This one was originally 
based on a Quilit Design 
a Day design I did. 

It's made like a huge 
potholder. The new owner 
is using it to cover her 
stove... It's 35" x 21".

107

Time to wrap it up!
Mini by Louise 
Wackerman

108
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Poll #7:
Do you come to in-person meetings 

(when we have them)?

109

Poll #8:
Are you more inclined 

to visit virtual meetings? 

110
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Poll #9:
Which virtual meeting style

do you prefer?

111

Poll #10:

How would you rate 
this meeting?

112
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“See” you in June! 

�Plan on Zoom for our June 10th meeting
�Send sew-and-tell photos and stories any time to:

seattlemodernquiltguild@gmail.com
�Tag your work using #SMQGJuneMeeting

on Instagram
�Join a virtual sew-in group!

113

Next Meeting:
06.10.2020
Via Zoom

114

http://gmail.com

